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ABSTRACT 19 

Objective: To examine the benefits of home-delivered auditory training for adult hearing aid 20 

users using live-voice conversations in the presence of a single-talker distractor (experimental 21 

group) or in quiet (active-control group).  22 

Design: Randomised controlled trial. The experimental group held conversations with their 23 

communication partner in the presence of a single-talker distractor set to a challenging level, 24 

30 minutes/day, five days/week over four weeks. The active-control group held comparable 25 

conversations in quiet. Behavioural outcome measures of speech-in-noise perception, 26 

cognition and self-reported hearing were assessed pre- and post-training. Subjective 27 

measures of participant feedback were obtained.  28 

Study Sample: Thirty-nine hearing aid users (32 males, 7 females, mean age=73.02 years, 29 

SD=4.71 years) and their communication partners. 30 

Results: The experimental group significantly improved and outperformed active-controls for 31 

words-in-noise perception. Both groups achieved improvements in self-reported hearing 32 

difficulty while only the experimental group improved on the dual-task. Subjectively, both 33 

groups found live-voice conversations beneficial and reported increased concentration and 34 

listening skills. 35 

Conclusions: Home-delivered live-voice auditory training with communication partners 36 

shows potential to improve outcomes for adult hearing aid users, regardless of the presence 37 

or absence of a competing speech distractor. Further research is required to assess 38 

mechanisms of benefit and distractor effects within carefully controlled experiments. 39 

 40 

  41 
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INTRODUCTION 51 

Hearing loss is a major public health challenge, a leading global burden of disease, and one 52 

of the greatest contributors to years lived with disability globally (Wilson et al., 2019). The most 53 

common management option for hearing loss is amplification by hearing aids, which has been 54 

shown to be clinically effective (Ferguson et al., 2017). However, levels of satisfaction are 55 

lowest for hearing aid use in noisy situations and residual disability in background noise is a 56 

commonly reported reason for hearing aid non-use (McCormack & Fortnum, 2013). These 57 

problems can make it more difficult for people with hearing loss to participate in social 58 

interactions, which may in turn lead to them becoming socially withdrawn and isolated 59 

(Heffernan et al., 2016; Shukla et al., 2020). Hearing aids (i.e., sensory management) are only 60 

one component of aural rehabilitation; others include instruction, counselling and perceptual 61 

training (Boothroyd, 2007). Auditory and cognitive training programs offer additional and 62 

supportive rehabilitation options with the aim being to overcome outstanding communication 63 

difficulties (Lawrence et al., 2018; Stropahl et al., 2020). 64 

Auditory training has been the subject of research interest over the past few decades with the 65 

development of several early computer-based active auditory training interventions for adults 66 

(Sweetow & Henderson Sabes, 2006). Computer-based auditory training has consistently 67 

shown improvements in trained tasks (i.e., on-task learning) for a range of stimuli for adults 68 

with hearing loss and hearing aid users (Ferguson & Henshaw, 2015b; Henshaw & Ferguson, 69 

2013; Lawrence et al., 2018; Sweetow & Palmer, 2005; Tye-Murray et al., 2016). However, 70 

for a training program to be considered effective it should also show generalised functional 71 

benefits in real-world listening (i.e., off-task learning; Ferguson & Henshaw, 2015b), and users 72 

must be willing to engage with the program sufficiently (Henshaw & Ferguson, 2013; Sweetow 73 

& Henderson Sabes, 2010). Evidence from systematic reviews for the effectiveness of these 74 

interventions for adults with hearing loss is mixed (Henshaw & Ferguson, 2013; Lawrence et 75 

al., 2018; Sweetow & Palmer, 2005), and has shown to be impacted by a myriad of factors 76 

including the training stimuli and outcome measures employed (Henshaw & Ferguson, 2014), 77 
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adherence to training schedules (Chisolm et al., 2013; Sweetow & Henderson Sabes, 2010), 78 

and participant motivation and engagement (Henshaw et al., 2015). Furthermore, computer-79 

based auditory training programs typically require the use of specialist software, which can be 80 

costly and may not be accessible for all people with hearing loss (Henshaw et al., 2012; Office 81 

for National Statistics, 2019).  82 

Typically, auditory training has used tasks employing auditory stimuli designed to refine 83 

auditory skills (bottom-up demands), but the field is increasingly recognising the importance 84 

of cognitive skill enhancement (top-down demands) in training (Lawrence et al., 2018). Many 85 

auditory training studies for people with hearing loss include speech-in-noise perception as 86 

the primary outcome measure as improvement in communication is often the main goal for 87 

this population (Henshaw & Ferguson, 2013; Stropahl et al., 2020). However, cognitive 88 

function (e.g., working memory and executive control) has also been shown to play an 89 

important role in listening and speech comprehension, particularly for noisy or challenging 90 

listening situations and when speech is degraded (Anderson et al., 2013; Ferguson & 91 

Henshaw, 2015b). In a randomised controlled trial (RCT) of phoneme discrimination auditory 92 

training in adults with mild hearing loss, post-training improvements were demonstrated for 93 

complex cognitive tests (i.e., divided attention and working memory), whereas there were no 94 

improvements shown for simple cognitive tests (e.g., digit span; Ferguson et al., 2014). 95 

Similarly, Saunders et al. (2016) did not show any improvement on the digit span test (i.e., 96 

simple working memory) following Listening and Communication Enhancement (LACE) 97 

training, which might be expected if training is more likely to improve complex cognitive control 98 

(e.g., executive function). Indeed, when the authors examined a more cognitively demanding 99 

speech task, a significant improvement was shown for participants in the experimental group 100 

over active-controls. Sweetow and Henderson Sabes (2006) also showed that participants 101 

completing LACE training improved on measures of executive function. Cognitive training 102 

programs have also been associated with improved auditory perception particularly when 103 

auditory stimuli are included in the training paradigm (Anderson et al., 2013). While 104 
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compliance with auditory training programs is generally high in the research literature (80%; 105 

Ferguson et al., 2014), within a real-world clinical population compliance with the LACE 106 

program has been shown to be lower, just 30% (Sweetow & Henderson Sabes, 2010). 107 

Motivation plays a significant role in compliance with health interventions (Vermeire et al., 108 

2001) particularly where participants are required to use and engage with interventions over 109 

several weeks, as is often the case for auditory training programs. It has been suggested that 110 

to increase motivation, auditory training should be tailored to the communication needs of the 111 

individual (Barcroft et al., 2011). Henshaw et al. (2015) reported that participants were 112 

primarily motivated to enrol in an auditory training program by a desire to improve their 113 

listening abilities. 114 

Most training programs use speech packages with unfamiliar voices on the assumption that 115 

improvements will carry over to familiar voices (Burk et al., 2006). Tye-Murray et al. (2016) 116 

used a different approach and instead focused on training participants to understand familiar 117 

voices. The participants in their study completed a six-week training program using the clEAR 118 

training program with speech stimuli recorded by their spouse presented in a background of 119 

speech babble. Stimuli for testing were also recorded by their spouse and participants 120 

demonstrated significant improvement on a four-alternative forced-choice test (trained task) 121 

but not on the Build-a-Sentence test (untrained task). Tye-Murray et al. (2016) also included 122 

the Client Orientated Scale of Improvement (COSI) as a self-reported outcome measure, with 123 

situations for improvement tailored to the individual; seven out of 10 participants reported 124 

improvements on the COSI. It was suggested that further studies involving frequent 125 

communication partners should be carried out using speech stimuli that would be more 126 

commonly experienced in the participant’s daily life.  127 

One legacy criticism of formal (or active) auditory training programs is that they may offer no 128 

additional benefits over and above informal listening practice, however the increased “time-129 

on-task” and positive feedback from well-designed programs are expected to enhance 130 

learning (Boothroyd, 2007). Whilst hearing could be considered a largely passive activity, 131 
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listening involves active interaction with the subject matter. Greater involvement of 132 

communication partners in rehabilitation is known to be associated with better outcomes for 133 

adults with hearing loss (Barker et al., 2017; Hickson et al., 2014; Manchaiah et al., 2012). 134 

With this in mind, we developed an ecologically valid auditory training approach that was 135 

underpinned by one of the main challenges faced by people with hearing loss, that of listening 136 

and understanding speech within competing background speech. The intervention was 137 

developed so that it could be delivered at home without the need for specialist software or IT 138 

equipment. The use of frequent communication partners in our intervention increased their 139 

contribution to the rehabilitation process of the adult with hearing loss, as well as providing a 140 

familiar and relevant voice with which to train. 141 

The main aim of this study was to assess the effectiveness of live-voice auditory training with 142 

a communication partner for adult hearing aid users in terms of generalised (untrained or ‘off-143 

task’) benefits measured by tests of (i) speech-in-noise perception, (ii) cognition, and (iii) self-144 

reported hearing difficulties. Importantly, we also investigated whether the additional 145 

perceptual and cognitive challenge of holding those conversations in the presence of a single-146 

talker distractor (experimental group) would result in any incremental benefits. A secondary 147 

aim was to explore participants’ subjective experiences with the training program to better 148 

understand their experiences and inform future training program research and development. 149 

 150 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 151 

This study is reported in accordance with the Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials 152 

(CONSORT) statement (Schulz et al., 2010). The CONSORT checklist is available in 153 

Supplementary Information 1. 154 

Participants 155 
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Participants were recruited from a population of existing adult hearing aid users attending 156 

reassessment appointments at Wrexham Maelor Hospital Audiology Service in Betsi 157 

Cadwaladr University Health Board (BCUHB), Wales, UK. Participants were invited by letter 158 

to participate following their reassessment appointment (total n=647). Inclusion criteria were 159 

(1) aged between 65 and 85 years, (2) four-frequency average hearing thresholds across 0.5-160 

4 kHz greater than 20 dB HL in both ears, (3) a need in their individual management plan 161 

relating to improvement in speech-in-noise perception, (4) a regular communication partner 162 

who was willing to take part in the training program, (5) fluent and comfortable conversing in 163 

English, (6) no significant self-reported memory or neurological problems and (7) no reported 164 

colour-blindness due to the need to recognise colours in one test. A total of 50 participants 165 

(38 male, 12 female) were recruited into the study between June 2015 and November 2018 166 

following completion of their reassessment pathway to ensure that they were aided for their 167 

individual needs and preferences in line with best clinical practice. They were allocated to 168 

either the experimental (n=25) or active-control group (n=25), see Supplementary Information 169 

2 for CONSORT flow chart.  170 

Auditory Training 171 

Participants in the experimental group were instructed to hold a conversation with their chosen 172 

communication partner at home in the presence of a single competing talker presented in 173 

sound field via a loudspeaker for 30 minutes, five times per week for a period of four weeks. 174 

Participants were not given specific instructions on where to position the sound source in order 175 

to allow flexibility for individual room set up. The single-talker distractor was formed from a 176 

selection of 30-minute extracts from four commercially available English language BBC 177 

audiobooks, including both male and female voices, provided on CDs. A single-talker 178 

distractor was chosen as studies have shown that the informational masking from an 179 

intelligible single-talker has a greater masking effect on performance than energetic masking 180 

from speech-shaped noise (Brungart, 2001). Participants were instructed to play the distractor 181 

at a level where it was “challenging” to hold a conversation. This was described as a level 182 
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where it started to become difficult for them to understand their partner but not loud enough to 183 

be uncomfortable. The experimental group’s training design aimed to train the ability to 184 

understand target speech and inhibit competing speech. Participants in the active-control 185 

group followed the same schedule of conversation with a communication partner but without 186 

the distractor and were advised to complete these conversations in quiet. Both groups 187 

completed their training sessions while wearing their hearing aid(s) in the default program. 188 

Participants were requested to complete their training in English rather than Welsh in order to 189 

increase the informational masking effect of the (English) distractor and due to limited 190 

availability of Welsh Language outcome measures. To assess training adherence, at the end 191 

of each training session participants were asked to log a spoken letter in order to demonstrate 192 

completion of the training on that day. To facilitate this within the active-control group these 193 

participants were given CDs to play during their training sessions containing 30 minutes of 194 

silence followed by the spoken letter. 195 

Design 196 

The study design was an RCT with equal allocation to groups. Randomisation was via a 197 

dynamic adaptive allocation algorithm (Hoare et al., 2013) with an allocation ratio of 1:1 using 198 

stratification variables of age (<75 years: >75 years) and sex (male:female) using the North 199 

Wales Organisation for Randomised Trials in Health online randomisation system. 200 

Participants were aware which training group they were allocated to but were not informed 201 

whether this was the experimental group or the active-control group. The researcher 202 

conducting outcome assessments was not blinded to the participants’ group allocation.  203 

The primary outcome measure was the Quick Speech in Noise test (QuickSIN; Killion et al., 204 

2004). Based on the mean signal to noise ratio (SNR) and the reported effect size of 0.8 from 205 

Olson et al. (2013) a priori sample size calculation indicated that 25 participants were required 206 

in each group to give a power of 80% at 5% significance for a one-tailed test. 207 

Study Procedure 208 
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Outcome measures were obtained at the pre-training session (T1) and four weeks later post-209 

training (T2), with the training sessions being undertaken by participants at home in between. 210 

The training intervention was described to the participants at T1 by the lead researcher (SCL), 211 

and supporting information was provided in a training workbook. At each session, otoscopic 212 

examination was performed and a subjective listening check carried out on their hearing aid/s 213 

using stetaclips to ensure that they were functioning as expected. At T1 the participant’s 214 

hearing aid “datalogging” provided the average daily hearing aid use. All outcome measures 215 

were assessed in the aided condition. 216 

The study was approved by North Wales Research Ethics Committee (Central & East) and 217 

the Internal Review Panel at BCUHB. Written informed consent was obtained from all 218 

participants by the lead researcher at T1. Written information was offered bilingually in English 219 

and Welsh in line with Welsh Language Standards. Participants were offered travel expenses 220 

for each session and were entered into a draw to win a £25 book voucher if all training sessions 221 

were completed. 222 

Behavioural Outcome Measures 223 

Auditory stimuli for speech-in-noise perception and cognitive measures were delivered in a 224 

sound-attenuating audiometric booth at 70 dB HL via a free-field speaker at 1.7m azimuth with 225 

the participant wearing their hearing aid(s) on their default settings. For each of these 226 

measures, one practice list was administered that was not included in the analysis. Different 227 

test lists were presented at each visit. Visual stimuli for the dual-task and Modified Coordinate 228 

Response Measure (MCRM; Hazan et al., 2009) tests were presented using a 15.5-inch 229 

screen positioned at a comfortable reading distance for the participant. Self-report 230 

questionnaires were completed in written (paper) format by the participants during the clinic 231 

session. All outcome measures were obtained at both T1 and T2 sessions except for the post-232 

training feedback questionnaire which was only completed at T2.  233 

Speech-in-Noise Perception 234 
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QuickSIN (Killion et al., 2004). The test consists of 12 lists of six IEEE sentences 235 

containing five key words presented in four-talker babble. A descending paradigm established 236 

the participant’s SNR loss relative to a person with normal hearing. Each participant completed 237 

three lists. The participant was asked to repeat the sentence they heard and the number of 238 

correct key words was scored (maximum score of 30 per list) and used to calculate the SNR 239 

loss.  240 

Arthur Boothroyd (AB) words-in-noise test (Boothroyd, 1968). Four lists of five 241 

words were presented in ICRA six-talker babble at 0 dB SNR. Participants were asked to 242 

repeat the words they heard, with a maximum score of 20 words correct.  243 

Modified Coordinate Response Measure (Hazan et al., 2009). This measure is 244 

similar to the experimental group’s trained task as it focuses on understanding competing 245 

speech. It is based on the Coordinate Response Measure (Bolia et al., 2000) modified to 246 

replace call signs with animals. Two sentences were spoken simultaneously by a female 247 

(target) or male (distractor) voice and participants were asked to identify the colour and 248 

number spoken by the female talker. A visual display showing the possible colour number 249 

combinations was given to the participants to reference during the test. The test used an 250 

adaptive 1-up 1-down staircase method and was performed twice at each visit. In each case, 251 

the participant’s speech reception threshold (SRT) was calculated based on the average of 252 

the last two reversals for each track. 253 

Cognition 254 

Dual-task of listening and memory (Howard et al., 2010). This test provided a 255 

measure of listening effort. The same AB words-in-noise paradigm described above was used 256 

but with counterbalanced word lists presented flanked by a memory task. Participants were 257 

asked to retain in memory a string of five digits presented visually on a computer screen for 258 

five seconds. One list of AB words-in-noise was then completed after which participants were 259 

asked to recall the digits that had been presented previously. Four lists were presented at 260 
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each session. The digit task was scored based upon whether the digit was correctly recalled 261 

in the right position (maximum score of 20 digits correct) and this was added to the word list 262 

score to give the total dual-task score out of a maximum score of 40. This cognitive measure 263 

was included to assess whether the inhibition skills involved in the experimental group’s 264 

competing speech training could be applied to another cognitive task. 265 

Self-Reported Outcome Measures 266 

Hearing Handicap Inventory for the Elderly (HHIE; Ventry & Weinstein, 1982). 267 

This self-report questionnaire comprises two subscales of social/situational (HHIE Situational) 268 

and emotional impact (HHIE Emotional) of hearing loss. The questionnaire consists of 25 269 

questions where participants respond as “yes” (score=4), “sometimes” (score=2) or “no” 270 

(score=0). Scores were calculated for social/situational (13 items, maximum score 52) and 271 

emotional subscales (12 items, maximum score 48), as well as the overall total (25 items, 272 

maximum score 100). 273 

Glasgow Hearing Aid Benefit Profile (GHABP; Gatehouse, 1999). The subscale 274 

aided hearing activity limitations (residual disability) was administered for the pre-specified 275 

situation “Having a conversation with several people in a group”. This subscale was chosen 276 

based upon the finding of Ferguson et al. (2014) who demonstrated that this situation was the 277 

most sensitive to the effects of auditory training. Participants were asked to rate using a five-278 

point scale (1=no difficulty to 5=cannot manage at all). The score was converted to a 279 

percentage.  280 

Participant Feedback 281 

A questionnaire adapted from Henshaw et al. (2015) was delivered following completion of 282 

behavioural and self-reported outcome measures at T2, to assess participants’ subjective 283 

experiences with the training intervention. This was administered in paper format to all 284 

participants and consisted of two sections: 285 
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1. Statements: participants rated their agreement for 14 statements (see Supplementary 286 

Information 3) describing their experiences with the training using a five-point Likert scale 287 

(strongly agree to strongly disagree). 288 

2. Open-ended questions: participants were asked four open-ended questions assessing 289 

the (i) worst and (ii) best aspect of the training program, along with (iii) any changes that 290 

they would make and (iv) any other comments.  291 

Participants also completed training diaries during the training period detailing the date and 292 

time that training was completed. They were given a blank space to add any additional 293 

comments regarding that training session if they wished to. Participants were not given any 294 

guidance as to the type of information that they may wish to include. 295 

Data Analysis  296 

Quantitative data was analysed using IBM SPSS v.27. Demographic characteristics of 297 

participants were analysed using independent t-tests for continuous variables and chi-square 298 

tests for categorical variables. To assess whether the experimental group demonstrated any 299 

significant auditory training-related improvements on behavioural outcome measures and self-300 

reported hearing abilities between T1 and T2 compared with the active-control group for the 301 

same period, repeated measures ANOVAs were used to analyse group differences on each 302 

outcome measure, where time was the within-subjects factor and group (experimental or 303 

active-control) the between-subjects factor. Significant interactions were explored using post-304 

hoc t-tests. Change scores were the difference in performance between T1 and T2, with 305 

scores reversed where necessary (i.e., QuickSIN, MCRM, HHIE and GHABP) so that a score 306 

of greater than zero indicated improved performance, and scores of less than zero indicated 307 

a deterioration in performance. For all analyses, outliers were classed as +/-2 SD of the mean. 308 

There were no outliers. Significance was set to p<0.05. Effect size was calculated using 309 

Cohen’s d, where 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 were considered small, medium and large effect sizes 310 

respectively.  311 
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Participants’ responses to statements on the feedback questionnaire were grouped according 312 

to participant training experience and program design, and then ranked by most frequent 313 

response. Responses to the open questions and comments from the training diaries were 314 

thematically analysed by two researchers (SCL and JW) following the methods of Braun and 315 

Clarke (2006) to develop mutually exclusive themes that identified the content of participants’ 316 

responses. Any disagreements on themes between researchers were resolved through 317 

discussion. Results are presented using a narrative synthesis. 318 

 319 

RESULTS 320 

Participant Demographics 321 

The demographic characteristics of participants who completed the study (18 in the 322 

experimental group and 21 in the active-control group) are shown in Table 1. At T1 there were 323 

no significant differences between the demographics of the experimental and active-control 324 

groups for mean age, better-ear four-frequency average hearing thresholds, hours of hearing 325 

aid use, sex or number of hearing aids issued. 326 

Behavioural Outcome Measures 327 

Means and standard deviations for all outcome measures at T1 and T2 are shown in Table 328 

2. Outcome data were normally distributed as confirmed by visual inspection and Shapiro 329 

Wilks p>0.05. Repeated measures ANOVA results are shown in Table 3. 330 

Speech-in-Noise Perception 331 

T1 to T2 change scores for experimental and active-control groups for QuickSIN are shown in 332 

Figure 1A which shows that both groups improved, but not significantly. Results from the 333 

repeated measures ANOVA indicated a significant main effect of time for the primary speech-334 

in-noise outcome measure QuickSIN with a large effect size (F(1,37)=6.24, p=.017, d=0.82), 335 
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but no significant two-way interaction of time x group. No main effect of time was shown for 336 

perception of AB words-in-noise but there was a significant two-way interaction of time x group 337 

with a medium effect size (F(1,37)=4.75, p=.036, d=0.72). As seen in Figure 1B, results from 338 

post-hoc independent samples t-tests of change scores showed significantly greater 339 

improvements for individuals in the experimental group (mean change=1.78 points) than for 340 

those in the active-control group (mean change=-0.90 points; t(37)=-2.18, p=.036, d=0.71). 341 

There was no significant main effect of time or two-way interaction of time x group for MCRM. 342 

Cognition 343 

For the dual-task test, repeated measures ANOVA results indicated a medium significant main 344 

effect of time (F(1,37)=5.07, p=.030, d=0.74), but no significant time x group interaction. Figure 345 

1D shows that, although performance was significantly improved pre- to post-training for the 346 

experimental group (t(17)=-2.56, p=.020, d=0.69), this did not represent a statistically 347 

significant between-group difference. 348 

Self-Reported Outcome Measures 349 

Results from repeated measures ANOVA revealed a large significant main effect of time for 350 

the HHIE total score (F(1,37)=15.73, p=.000, d=1.31). There was no significant two-way 351 

interaction of time x group for HHIE total score. Similarly, both subscales of HHIE show a large 352 

main effect of time (situational subscale F(1,37)=12.00, p=.001, d=1.14; emotional subscale; 353 

F(1)=11.61, p=.002, d=1.24), but non-significant two-way interactions of time x group. 354 

Examination of mean scores (Table 2) using paired samples t-test showed small pre- to post-355 

training improvements (reductions in hearing-related participation restrictions) for the 356 

experimental group on both subscales (situational subscale t(17)=3.94, p=.001, d=0.49; 357 

emotional subscale t(17)=2.24, p=.039, d=0.37) and the active-control group on the emotional 358 

subscale only (t(20)=2.62, p=.016, d=0.36). Repeated measures ANOVA results indicated no 359 

significant main effect of time or interaction of time x group for the GHABP subscale having a 360 

conversation in a group. 361 
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Participant Feedback 362 

Post-Training Questionnaire: Statements 363 

Responses to the closed statements from both groups for the post-training feedback 364 

questionnaire are reported in Supplementary Information 3.  365 

Participant Training Experience. Both groups demonstrated similar experiences with 366 

the training programs and a comparable percentage of participants in each group agreed that 367 

they enjoyed the live-voice training (experimental=66.7%, active-control=71.4%). More 368 

participants in the experimental group reported that the program held their interest 369 

(experimental=88.9%, active-control=71.4%), while the active-control group were more likely 370 

to report that their attention wandered (experimental=22.2%, active-control=42.8%). 371 

Participants in both groups reported that the training made them more aware of their hearing, 372 

with a higher percentage of participants in the experimental group agreeing with this statement 373 

(experimental=77.7%, active-control=62%).  374 

Program Design. Both groups ranked program design statements similarly. Almost all 375 

participants understood how to use the training program (experimental=94.4%, active-376 

control=100%). Within the experimental group the majority of participants found it easy to 377 

decide which volume to play the CD (66.7%). The active-control group reported finding it more 378 

difficult to fit the training sessions into their day (experimental=50%, active-control=66.7%). 379 

Neither group indicated that the training program duration was too long based upon their 380 

responses to questionnaire statements (experimental=22.2%, active-control=14.3%), 381 

however this differs from the open responses. 382 

Post-Training Questionnaire: Open-Ended Questions 383 

Themes identified from responses to the open-ended questions are shown in Supplementary 384 

Information 4, together with example quotes from specific participants in each group. For all 385 

questions, most themes were the same across both experimental and active-control groups, 386 
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reflecting the similarity of experiences with the two training protocols. These included themes 387 

relating to the training design (e.g., session duration), perceived improvements in listening 388 

skills and increased self-awareness of hearing problems. Participants in the active-control 389 

group suggested that the addition of background noise during training sessions would have 390 

been useful, whilst participants in the experimental group who had trained with a single-talker 391 

distractor proposed more specific changes such as having multiple distractor voices. 392 

Training Diaries 393 

Training Adherence. Adherence data were obtained from the participants’ training 394 

diaries. Adherence was 100% for all participants. All participants from both groups completed 395 

the required number of training sessions, although there was some variability in the timeframe 396 

that these sessions were completed. Around two-thirds of the participants in the experimental 397 

group and active-control group reported that they followed the planned training schedule of 398 

five times a week over four weeks (61.1% and 66.6% respectively), whereas the remainder of 399 

participants completed all 20 sessions but over a longer timeframe (experimental group 400 

range=19-64 days, median=27.5 days; active-control group range=22-120 days, median=27 401 

days). 402 

Open-ended Comments. The open-ended comments sections of the participants’ 403 

training diaries were thematically analysed and showed identical themes for participants in the 404 

experimental and active-control groups. A total of 154 comments were given by the 405 

experimental group and 141 by the control group. Four main themes of training activity, 406 

training experience, improved communication and increased awareness of concentration were 407 

identified, and example quotes are given below. 408 

Training Activity (experimental=106, active-control=68). Some participants 409 

focused on the challenges faced during the training sessions. Many of these comments, 410 

particularly within the active-control group, related to difficulty identifying the compliance letter 411 

presented at the end of each training session and technical faults with the CDs. Experimental 412 
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group participants also commented on the difficulty of holding a conversation in the presence 413 

of the distractor not just for the participant but for their training partner also: 414 

“Much harder than normal home conversation. Temptation to switch it off to hear 415 

conversation better” (Participant 18 - Experimental) 416 

One participant (Participant 18 - Experimental) devised a rating scale of “0=extremely difficult” 417 

to “10=becoming easier” on which to base his diary. Scores ranged from 6 to 6.5 across the 418 

training period suggesting a consistent level of difficulty throughout. Another participant 419 

(Participant 50 - Experimental) chose to note the volume setting on his CD player for the 420 

training each day. Volume settings increased gradually from 18 to 27/28 at the end of the 421 

training program. The active-control group, however, did not always feel that their training was 422 

challenging enough: 423 

“Silent CD not presenting a challenging situation” (Participant 49 – Active-Control) 424 

Although they were instructed to have a conversation with one person during the training 425 

sessions, three participants reported variation such as conversing with more than one person: 426 

“Three of us did a huge crossword – lots of discussion” (Participant 18 - Experimental) 427 

“Wife and family member for this session” (Participant 8 – Active-Control) 428 

One participant from the active-control group (Participant 16) noted how their seating was 429 

positioned during each session. Participants were not given specific guidance on how to set 430 

up their rooms and for this participant their location varied day-to-day. Data from these 431 

participants was not excluded from the quantitative analysis as it is unknown whether other 432 

participants had made similar protocol deviations but had not volunteered this information in 433 

their diaries. 434 

Some participants in each group chose to note the topics that they spoke about during the 435 

training session. These included general subjects such as holiday plans, garden landscaping, 436 
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diet and exercise. There were also topics which could be considered more emotive such as 437 

making a will, letter of complaint, closure of village post office and the EU referendum. For 438 

some individuals finding subjects to talk about for the full training duration appeared 439 

challenging whereas others found it easier: 440 

“Half an hour of talking is very difficult” (Participant 40 - Experimental) 441 

“Time flew – more to talk about” (Participant 37 - Experimental) 442 

Training Experience (experimental=32, active-control=72). Beyond the practical 443 

issues faced by some individuals regarding the use of CDs, particularly in the active-control 444 

group, many participants had a positive experience with the training program and found it 445 

enjoyable.  446 

“Enjoying our half hour chats! Will continue our half hour chats without the 447 

background noise!!” (Participant 37 - Experimental) 448 

“All went down well with a nice cup of tea” (Participant 20 – Active-Control) 449 

Improved Communication (experimental=7, active-control=0). Some participants 450 

noted developing improved communication strategies during the training sessions such as use 451 

of lipreading.  452 

“Getting used to looking directly at person” (Participant 32 - Experimental) 453 

“It encouraged my wife to better understand my hearing problem” (Participant 24 454 

- Experimental) 455 

Increased Awareness of Concentration (experimental=9, active-control=1). 456 

Participants appeared to be aware of the need for attention and concentration to aid 457 

communication. 458 

“Paid more attention than normal although a little difficult at the beginning” 459 

(Participant 36 - Experimental) 460 
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“Concentrating more on wife’s speech” (Participant 27 – Active Control) 461 

Finally, some of the comments from the experimental group related to audiological concerns 462 

such as noise induced hearing loss and tinnitus. 463 

 464 

DISCUSSION 465 

The main aim of this study was to evaluate the benefits of a new home-delivered auditory 466 

training approach for experienced adult hearing aid users using live-voice conversations with 467 

communication partners, and to assess how beneficial this was for speech-in-noise 468 

perception, cognitive performance and self-reported hearing. Importantly, we wanted to 469 

explore whether the additional perceptual and cognitive challenge of holding those 470 

conversations in the presence of a single-talker distractor had an incremental benefit or not, 471 

for the experimental compared to the active-control group. 472 

There were modest statistically significant improvements shown in both groups, but significant 473 

between-groups effects of training were only seen on the AB words-in-noise test. Feedback 474 

showed that participants in both groups generally enjoyed the training and felt that they 475 

benefitted from it in a number of ways. Thematic analysis of participant feedback from post-476 

training questionnaires and training diaries demonstrated almost identical themes across both 477 

training groups, which is perhaps not surprising given the degree of overlap between the 478 

training paradigms. 479 

Behavioural Outcomes  480 

Speech-in-Noise Perception 481 

For speech-in-noise perception, the experimental group outperformed active-controls pre- to 482 

post-training for perception of AB words-in-noise but there were no significant effects of 483 

training in either group for the primary speech-in-noise outcome measure (QuickSIN), nor for 484 

competing speech (MCRM). While QuickSIN has previously been shown to be sensitive to 485 
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auditory training effects (Sweetow & Henderson Sabes, 2006), no significant pre- to post-486 

training improvements were shown in the current study. Although there was not a statistically 487 

significant difference in improvement between groups for QuickSIN, there was a clinically 488 

significant improvement in performance in the intervention group where the change score 489 

exceeded the 80% critical difference of 1.5 dB for the test (Etymotic Research Inc., 2006). 490 

This suggests that this training intervention has the potential to be used within clinical practice. 491 

Improvements were shown for AB words-in-noise perception for participants in the 492 

experimental group, over and above the changes seen for the active-control group. This is in 493 

line with other auditory training studies using AB words-in-noise as an outcome measure (Burk 494 

et al., 2006; Henshaw & Ferguson, 2014). These improvements demonstrated off-task 495 

learning as participants were tested using a different type of background noise compared to 496 

the trained task (six-talker babble vs single talker distractor), individual words which were 497 

devoid of any context (rather than the contextual sentences likely used for training at home), 498 

and an unfamiliar voice. This off-task learning suggests that active listening was improved. It 499 

may be that the addition of the competing speech noise during the experimental group’s 500 

training was enough to subtly impact transfer of learning to untrained skills. Ferguson and 501 

Henshaw (2015a) hypothesised that competing speech tests using informational masking 502 

would show greater effects of training-related transfer than measures with energetic masking. 503 

If this were the case, we would expect to see improvements in the competing speech outcome 504 

(MCRM) for participants in the experimental group given the degree of overlap with the trained 505 

task (both involved informational masking and inhibition of competing speech). However, in 506 

the current study participants did not show significant improvements in understanding 507 

competing speech following auditory training.  508 

Cognition 509 

Participants in the experimental group showed a significant improvement in dual-task 510 

performance from T1 to T2 but there were no significant between-group effects of training. 511 

The AB words-in-noise element of the dual-task compared to the AB words-in-noise test 512 
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delivered in isolation showed better scores and this was reflected in the overall dual-task pre- 513 

to post-training improvement. This suggests that following training, participants were able to 514 

more effectively allocate their cognitive resources between the speech and memory tasks. 515 

This is also consistent with open-ended questionnaire responses from both groups whereby 516 

participants reported that concentration and attention (i.e., cognitive abilities) were notably 517 

better following training. The same dual-task paradigm was also used as an outcome measure 518 

by Henshaw and Ferguson (2014) who demonstrated significant effects of phoneme 519 

discrimination auditory training indicating that this measure can be sensitive to the effects of 520 

auditory training. Although an auditory training study, the 3-interval, 3-alternate forced choice 521 

paradigm used by Henshaw and Ferguson (2014) required the trainee to simultaneously hold 522 

information in memory while constantly updating that information in order to make 523 

same/different comparisons. As such, transfer of learning shown in the dual-task outcome in 524 

their study may have arisen through the enhancement of cognitive control processes inherent 525 

within the auditory training task rather than the auditory stimuli per se. A meta-analysis of 526 

auditory and cognitive training for cognition showed that a combined auditory-cognitive 527 

approach provides better auditory and cognitive outcomes for adults with hearing loss 528 

(Lawrence et al., 2018) which could in turn improve speech perception in challenging listening 529 

environments (Anderson et al., 2013).  530 

Self-Reported Outcomes 531 

Participants in both groups reported a reduction in hearing-related participation restrictions 532 

following training. There was a mean 8.9% pre- to post-training improvement on the HHIE for 533 

participants in the experimental group with a small effect size, compared to an average 534 

improvement of 5.2% for active-controls. Test-retest reliability for the HHIE is high, ranging 535 

from r=0.84 (pencil and paper) to r=0.96 (face-to-face; Weinstein et al., 1986) so it is unlikely 536 

that the improvement in both the experimental and active-control groups in the present study 537 

is solely due to repeated assessment alone. However, despite the statistically significant 538 
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improvements seen for both groups, these did not exceed the required clinically significant 539 

improvement of 19.2% (Weinstein et al., 1986). 540 

Neither training approach resulted in significant changes to the pre- to post-intervention scores 541 

for the single GHABP question “having a conversation with several people in a group”, in 542 

contrast to a previous auditory training study showing pre- to post-training improvement 543 

(Ferguson et al., 2014). It is possible that the improvement reported by Ferguson et al. (2014) 544 

was driven by cognitive (executive control) improvements arising from the specific training 545 

task used as it required participants to actively engage and challenge working memory. The 546 

effects of this training were confirmed by improvements in a measure of working memory 547 

updating for trained participants, but not for controls. The specific training paradigm could 548 

therefore have resulted in the improvements seen in the cognitively challenging group 549 

conversation listening situation in that study, while our less cognitively demanding training task 550 

did not have the same effect.  551 

During the study, participants in both groups noticed greater awareness of their hearing 552 

difficulties for themselves and their communication partner. As participants in both groups had 553 

the opportunity to benefit from increased listening practice with their communication partner 554 

(either in the presence or absence of background noise), this active listening and the inclusion 555 

of the communication partner in the training paradigm allowing opportunities to try new 556 

listening strategies may have driven the subjective benefits reported by participants in both 557 

groups. The subjective reports are consistent with the results of Tye-Murray et al. (2016) who 558 

reported improvement on the COSI following their training program with frequent 559 

communication partners. 560 

To summarise, both groups showed improved self-reported hearing abilities pre- to post-561 

training but only the experimental group showed improved cognitive performance. The AB 562 

words-in-noise test was the only speech-in-noise measure on which the experimental group 563 

showed significant improvement relative to the active-control group. This may be due to the 564 
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added challenge presented by the background noise during their trained task and additional 565 

listening effort required to overcome the lack of contextual cues during the AB words-in-noise 566 

test compared to the sentences used for QuickSIN. 567 

Participant Feedback 568 

Feedback questionnaire responses from participants in both groups showed an overall 569 

positive experience with their training intervention including comments on improved social 570 

interactions, the benefits of improved concentration and listening skills and increased 571 

awareness of their hearing loss. Regardless of the presence of the distractor in the 572 

experimental group, participants in both groups felt that the training had improved their 573 

concentration and listening skills, including lip-reading, which may also have helped improve 574 

communication and participation during the conversations. Similar results have been reported 575 

elsewhere (Henshaw et al, 2015). This increased awareness of themselves and others could 576 

help to reduce participation restrictions through aligned coping strategies, such as improved 577 

adaptation and understanding, which can lead to better effects (Barker et al., 2017).  578 

Comments from both the feedback questionnaires and training diaries suggested that the 579 

active-control group did not think their training was challenging enough as it took place in quiet, 580 

so they suggested to have other sounds in the background. The experimental group 581 

commented that they would have preferred the distractor to have contained multiple voices 582 

rather than a single talker. These comments are in line with recommendations from Barcroft 583 

et al. (2011) that the training should be relevant to the individual as both groups wanted the 584 

trained condition to reflect the challenges that they face day-to-day listening in noise. The 585 

authors suggest that individuals whose primary goal is to improve understanding of a particular 586 

communication partner should train with a single talker while people aiming to improve 587 

communication with the general community should train with multiple voices as the primary 588 

stimulus. 589 
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The key themes from the training diaries were the same for the experimental and active-control 590 

groups, which is not surprising given the similarity in interventions. The experimental group 591 

was more likely to comment on improved communication and concentration. The duration of 592 

the training program (30 minutes) was considered by many participants in both groups to be 593 

too long. Participant focus groups within auditory training research have identified that daily 594 

sessions of 15 minutes were preferable to 30-minute sessions every other day (Ferguson et 595 

al., 2014). 596 

Clinical Relevance 597 

Both groups showed behavioural and self-reported benefits after participating in live-voice 598 

auditory training. This may be due to the increased opportunity to participate in listening 599 

practice along with the involvement of the communication partner. Involvement of the 600 

communication partner was a key aspect in the design of this intervention and helped to 601 

embed partners within the rehabilitation process, which has shown to improve outcomes for 602 

adults with hearing loss (Ferguson et al., 2019; Ferguson, 2020; Hickson et al., 2014; 603 

Manchaiah et al., 2012). Participants in the present study reflected positively on their partner’s 604 

involvement. Audiologists often encourage a family-centred approach to aural rehabilitation 605 

and this training intervention has joint-communication at its heart. Involving the family in this 606 

way may have benefits over other training methods that are more singular or software-focused 607 

as it better reflects real-world situations and includes frequent communication partners. It gives 608 

people with hearing loss and their communication partners structured opportunity to practice 609 

communication tactics and align their coping strategies (Barker et al., 2017). The benefits 610 

shown here may also be enhanced by improving social isolation and loneliness more 611 

generally.  612 

When delivering auditory interventions as part of a rehabilitation program, adherence to the 613 

training program is paramount. Adherence for both groups in this study was very high at 100%. 614 

High adherence is often seen in training studies but does not always translate into clinical 615 
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practice. Sweetow and Henderson Sabes (2010) had an adherence rate of 30% in their clinical 616 

population which was much lower than the compliance rate of 73% reported in their earlier 617 

2006 study. Factors such as clinician-patient interactions and patient motivation can impact 618 

adherence (Sweetow & Henderson Sabes, 2010). In the current study, the participant’s 619 

communication partner was actively involved in the training which may have provided 620 

additional motivation to complete the sessions. From a future implementation perspective, this 621 

type of auditory training approach can be delivered to a large patient group within a public 622 

health setting with very little financial cost, making it a practical and easy to use intervention.  623 

Study Limitations 624 

Other studies focusing on training with familiar voices have used formal recorded speech as 625 

their stimuli (Tye-Murray et al., 2016). Our study is unique in its use of informal live-voice 626 

stimuli, but the informal nature of this protocol has its limitations. First, many of the 627 

fundamental aspects of formal training paradigms that have been linked to successful auditory 628 

perceptual learning are missing in our live-voice approach e.g., performance feedback, 629 

adaptive adjustment of the training stimuli based on performance and gamification (Bieber & 630 

Gordon-Salant, 2021). As such, further research that directly compares the mechanisms and 631 

magnitude of training and transfer effects across informal and formal training approaches is 632 

warranted. Second, participants were advised to complete the training at a “challenging level” 633 

but interpretation of “challenging” could vary from person-to-person and day-to-day. The lack 634 

of researcher control over the trained task, such as the position of the speaker or the volume 635 

of the distractor, may have affected findings however this limitation was accepted in the 636 

present study in order to best represent real-world training experiences. Future studies should 637 

be designed with greater control over the training activities to reduce this variability and 638 

therefore assess the effect of the trained task more specifically. 639 

Only off-task measures and not on-task learning effects were obtained. While participant 640 

feedback indicated that they did notice improvements in hearing their communication partners, 641 
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this change was not formally assessed. The inclusion criteria of this study relating to severity 642 

and type of hearing loss was deliberately broad to be representative of our local patient group. 643 

This heterogeneity likely increased performance variability on outcome measures but maybe 644 

we should accept this as an inherent limitation of realistic real-world interventions. There was 645 

high performance variability on outcome measures, particularly the QuickSIN and MCRM. It 646 

has been shown previously that as task complexity increases (e.g., competing speech) test-647 

retest reliability decreases which can limit robust results (Ferguson & Henshaw, 2015a). 648 

Furthermore, the power calculation for the study was based on the QuickSIN and due to 649 

participant withdrawals, the study was underpowered by 28% (experimental) and 16% (active-650 

control) which will affect generalisability of the findings. 651 

The final limitations of this study relate to the lack of blinding and poor validation of hearing 652 

aid functionality. Although participants were not directly told which group was the experimental 653 

condition, they knew that the study aimed to improve speech perception in background noise. 654 

It is reasonable to assume that participants may have guessed which group they were in and 655 

so were not truly blinded. The impact of the researcher not being blinded to group allocation 656 

was controlled through strict criteria for scoring a response as correct or incorrect. It could also 657 

be argued that performing objective measurements on the participant’s hearing aid prior to 658 

testing, rather than a subjective listening check, would be a more suitable method of assessing 659 

whether they were functioning correctly. 660 

Conclusion 661 

Live-voice home-delivered auditory training with a communication partner is an intervention 662 

designed to improve listening skills that requires no specialist software. Importantly, we sought 663 

to understand whether the additional perceptual and cognitive challenge of holding 664 

conversations in the presence of a single-talker distractor (experimental group) was necessary 665 

to induce improvement in outcomes, or whether live-voice training in quiet (active-control 666 

group) would be sufficient. The intervention was well-received and adult hearing aid users in 667 
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both groups reported benefits. Specifically, participants reported being more aware of their 668 

hearing abilities and felt that they had improved their concentration and listening skills post-669 

training. However, behavioural outcome improvements were subtle and observed across both 670 

groups. A small statistically significant improvement was seen in the AB word-in-noise 671 

perception for experimental participants compared to active-controls, but this between-group 672 

improvement was not reflected in any of the other speech-in-noise, cognitive or self-reported 673 

outcome measures. As improvements were shown for participants in both groups, it is argued 674 

that the implementation of the distractor in the experimental group may have not been 675 

sufficiently controlled to enable group differences and that the improvements shown were 676 

primarily driven by listening practice and the involvement of the communication partner in both 677 

groups. This suggests that active listening with a communication partner has benefits not 678 

recognised previously, and may also help reduce the debilitating downstream effects of social 679 

isolation and loneliness. Further research is required to specifically compare the beneficial 680 

effects of this training with formal auditory training methods. Finally, a carefully controlled study 681 

of distractor effects in a larger number of participants will enable investigation of the 682 

mechanisms of training-related benefit to speech-in-noise perception.  683 
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